
Background 
 

Economic development is an important component to any community. 
Understanding how the components of development affect the city is 
critical to the balance of quality of life and sustainable business 
opportunities. With this understanding, the City Commission established 
the Economic Development Advisory Board. Serving at their pleasure, 
EDAB’s main focus is to provide recommendations to the City 
Commission.  

The following brief outlines goals from the EDAB plan year one as well as 
interrelated discussions and recommendations. The brief additionally 
highlights several projects, evaluating its outcomes, and what that 
means to the city. This snapshot encourages future discussion on 
subjects within and outside the economic development plan. 

 

 

 

 

A mission statement articulates the organization’s reason for existence. 
For EDAB, its mission defined by both the City Commission and the 
Economic Development Plan. Defined in the 2014-2015 plan, EDAB should 
promote a diverse, sustainable and proactive economic environment that 
incorporates all elements of the City’s identity, focused on community, 
culture and commerce. 
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An economic development plan provides an operational framework to guide 
direction and discussion on board initiatives. By presenting three, 1-year 
plans for implementation, it provides direction, but allows for flexibility 
given the ever-changing economic climate. 

Year two of the plan was formatted to coincide with the successes of year 
one, and to further the mission of EDAB’s Economic Development Plan. It 
further provided for flexibility to allow the board an opportunity to discuss 
new projects as they became available.  

Year three of the plan looks to build on the work provided by EDAB and staff 
through focused efforts on the items demonstrated in the city’s 
comprehensive plan. It is further designed to accommodate projects from 
year’s past, and remove tasks already completed. These are identified on 
page ten. 

“The structure of the plan 
provides direction, but 

allow for flexibility given 
the ever-changing 
economic climate. 

EDAB Economic Development Plan 2016-17 
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Project Status Next Steps Notes 
Conduct an 
updated Business 
Cluster Study 

Complete None Information suggests strongest 
clusters mirror 2009 study. 

Execute Business 
Survey Workplan 

Complete None Survey responses to be used in 
concert with discussion on 
potential for new EDAB policy or 
program recommendations 

Conduct a 
Business 
Certificate Study 

Ongoing Data mine to 
determine 
trends 

 

Compose an 
Economic 
Development 
Element for the 
Comprehensive 
Plan 

Complete Prioritize and 
execute 
projects 
contained 
within the 
element 

Provided for discussion as part 
of EDAB’s 2016-2017 economic 
development plan 

  

At the beginning of 2016, EDAB and staff established 4 projects for implementation. Provided 
below is a brief status update of those projects. 
 
 

Plan Projects 

Conduct an updated Business Cluster Study 
Staff proposed this project on the February 16th EDAB meeting. It has been in the economic 
development plan since the 2014-15 year. Its purpose was twofold. First was to provide an update 
from the 2009 Economic Cluster Study to determine the strength of the city’s cluster economy. 
The second was to use this information as a backdrop to authoring the Data, Inventory, and 
Analysis portion of the Economic Development sub-element. Staff, working with GAi consultants, 
brought back the study at the July 19th meeting. The study concluded the following general 
observations: 
 

• The city is strong in the job market having more than twice the jobs per 100 than twice the 
national average. 

• 57% of Winter Park employment meets more than basic population needs 
 
It further concluded the city has a strong presence in its target clusters including Health Care 
Services, Education and Knowledge Creation, Real Estate and Development, Arts and Culture, 
Financial and Professional Services, and Creative Services. The underlying question posed by the 
board was not to what degree can these sectors grow, but understanding the relationship as to how 
much they should/could grow given the limited capacity for new non-residential growth in the city. 
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Execute the Business Survey Workplan 
The business survey closed on July 1st.  Staff received 137 responses, or approximately 5% of total 
businesses in Winter Park. After cleaning the data of duplicates and incomplete responses, 129 
were recorded.  
 
Staff provided this information to the board in an infographic outlining survey responses. The 
board questioned some of the comments in the survey and requested a follow-up analysis be 
conducted to further uncover the intent of each businesses responses. Staff reached out to all 
businesses, 71 of which chose not to respond or had no additional comments. Of the remaining 58, 
the following conclusions could be drawn: 
 
Infrastructure 
o Downtown parking remains an issue for retail/restaurant merchants 
o There is an appetite for some corridor planning/design standards 
o Brick streets are in need of repair 

  
Grants 
o Signage grants are important 
 
Other improvements 
o Service based industries commented most on business expansion. Most have the opportunity to 

do so at their current location 
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  Conduct a Business Certificate Study 

The purpose of this study is to understand business start-up/closure rates for the city. Winter 
Park requires each business to obtain a business certificate every year to ensure legal business 
practices are observed. This data is available back to the early 1990’s. The purpose of data 
mining this information would be to uncover trends on how long businesses have been in 
operation, what percentage of businesses requesting certificates are in each industry, and how 
long they are in business. Currently, the only information economic development has on this 
topic stems from the business longevity study and cluster study conducted in 2015 and 2016 
respectively. 
 
Originally proposed in year 2 of the Economic Development Plan, staff recommends this be 
pushed to year 3. 
 
Compose an Economic Development Element to be 
included in the city’s Comprehensive Plan 
The development of an Economic Development Element took the forefront of the discussion 
during the second half of the year. Each municipality and county is required to review their 
comprehensive plan every seven years per state statute. In February, the City sent a letter to 
the state of its intention to update the plan. The city has one year to complete its updates and 
receive approval from the state.  
 
Each mandatory and optional element in the comprehensive plan is divided into two sections; 
the Goals, Objectives, and Policies (GOP) and the Data Inventory and Analysis (DIA) section. The 
GOP is the only section of the two to be officially adopted by the city and approved by the state. 
The DIA provides support and supplemental material only and is intended to act as a reference. 
The business cluster study was included as part of this material. 
 
The resulting document can be found as part of the Future Land Use Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan. It outlines several objectives and policies for staff to review in conjunction 
with the Economic Development Advisory Board including: 
 

o The administration of an Economic Development Plan. 
o Monitor the redevelopment of major commercial arterials. 
o Explore the administration of an events study to determine impacts to the city and 

merchants. 
o Update its arts and culture study to determine the economic value of nonprofit arts and 

cultural establishments. 
o Administer the CRA plan. 

 
In addition, EDAB may also wish to weigh  
in other areas of the Comp. plan including the  
development of a mobility study, and the  
analysis of a mixed use district. 
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Economic development is a constantly shifting target. As a result, other relevant discussion 
topics arose from EDAB’s discussions that required some research. This section discusses these 
topics and highlights the major points of the board’s conversation. 

 

Additional Analysis 

Conclusion of Visioning 

As part of year one of the Economic Development Plan, EDAB was tasked with participating in the 
process from an economics perspective. The Vision board had two members from EDAB including 
the chairman. After a year-long process on June 9th, The Visioning Steering Committee 
unanimously approved a four vision themes as a framework for other processes and documents 
moving forward. The committee also felt an overarching theme was necessary to bind the four 
themes together. These were taken to the City Commission at their regularly scheduled meeting 
on July 11th where it was also unanimously approved. 
 
The vision statements and themes lay the backdrop for future city initiatives, policy, and 
documents. These statements also lay the background for the city’s Comprehensive Plan update. 
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In addition to reviewing the Future Land Use 
element, EDAB also provided feedback on housing 
and transportation. Below is a summary of those 
discussions. 
 
 
 
In October, EDAB reviewed the Housing Element 
put together by Miami Economics Associates, Inc. 
Per state statute, the element must identify the 
composition of the city’s housing stock. The study 
provides for this accounting for affordable and 
workforce housing identified by Area Median 
Income (AMI). The study further identifies that 
affordability is also in rental units not only in, but 
just outside the city limits. Staff provided 
information relative to the partnership with the 
Winter Park Community Redevelopment Agency is 
participating in housing rehabilitation projects to 
assist with repairs. These are often found with 
home owners who have physical limitations not to 
undertake them on their own. The element was 
approved by the board 4-0. 
 
 
 
Also in October, staff presented the updated 
Transportation Element. Staff explained the 
updates to the plan focus on a cohesive effort to 
understand, and provide solutions for, 
transportation issues in Winter Park. The plan 
identifies some proactive efforts combat 
congestion by producing a mobility plan, exploring 
a mobility impact fee, and reassessing roadway 
levels of service. The element was approved by the 
board 4-0. 

Comprehensive Plan review 

Housing Element 

Housing Rehabilitation Participants 

Transportation Element 

Roadway Level of Service Map 
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Economic development is about more than just bringing in new jobs. It’s also about 
supporting existing businesses and their growth. Local, successful businesses are a 
cornerstone to any sustainable economy. Recognizing that EDAB at the April 19 meeting 
the board was requested to review Grow Florida’s (GrowFL) annual ‘Businesses to Watch’ 
program for a potential marriage between the city’s business community and eligible 
applicants. The purpose of the event was to raise awareness, marketing, and networking 
opportunities for second stage companies through Florida. After months of application 
review Winter Park successfully was recognized for three growing companies, VALiNTRY, 
ZIO, and Jeremiah’s Italian Ice. VALiNTRY located at 1201 S Orlando Avenue is an IT 
Consulting & Finance/Accounting Staffing firm. They connect firms with top tier 
employees in a number of target industries across the . ZIO is located at 660 Clay Steet. 
They offer software integration services to commercial office buildings and residential 
homes.  The firm has been established since 2000 and used by many local companies 
including complete audio/video installation of the Alfond Inn’s event space. In 1996 
Jeremiah’s opened the first  Italian Ice Store in Winter Park, Florida. Since then, the 
company has grown throughout Central Florida, Tampa, and Jacksonville. 

 
A large role of Economic Development in a limited-developable space community is to 
facilitate and encourage the growth of existing companies. By that, EDAB and staff 
recognized the GrowFL achievement by placing an acknowledgement in an upcoming 
issue of Business in Focus.  
 
Business in Focus (BNF) is a largely digital periodical that provides a comprehensive view 
of business in North America. According to their metrics, they reach approximately 
365,000 subscribers per month. Economic Development staff was approached by BNF to 
produce a feature on the city at no cost however the company collects revenue by 
selling advertisement space to offset producing these features gratis. As backup to this 
item is a feature on Sanford, Florida. Staff anticipates a similar final product. After 
completion, the city is free to use the finished product for its own marketing purposes. 
 
 

   

 

Grow Florida award 

Grow FL ad 
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Banner Policy Changes 
 
On April 21, 2015, staff completed a business longevity study. It was determined that the city had 
close to 269 (8.4% of total) and 16 (.5% of total) businesses of 25 and 50 years respectively.  Based 
on direction from the Economic Development Advisory Board (EDAB), staff moved forward with a 
program to recognize these businesses leading to the ‘Salute to Business’ event on July 23, 2015.  
 
In 2010-2011, the Economic Development/CRA department took control of the city’s banner 
program to showcase nonprofit events in the area. As it currently stands, longevity 
accomplishments are currently not part of eligible activities included in the program.  
 
Based on EDAB discussion, adding language to include ‘longevity milestones’ can be a cost-
efficient change that would showcase Winter Park’s cornerstone businesses, and provide an outlet 
for city/private sector collaboration. This activity can be pursued by both for-profit and non-profit 
firms. The requesting firm must show documentation of their milestone as well as “…promote the 
culture, history, health, safety, or general welfare of the City of Winter Park”. This language was 
currently in the program. Staff recommended the threshold for this milestone be at least 75 
years. This rational nexus serves two purposes. The first is to create a requirement that limits the 
potential for sign poles to be considered commercial signage. The second is to showcase firms 
with a history in Winter Park in a way the city’s current economic development programs mirror. 
The proposed modifications to the program state that this type of event will be a one-time, 30 
day period per business. 
 
This presented an opportunity to add a different, but fresh, branch off the city’s economic 
development programs, with similar roots to the Business Recognition Program. Since 75 years in 
business is reached so infrequently, the revenues generated from the program could be used to 
pay for the banners used by the applicant. The program as it stands is self-funded and would 
continue to remain so with the proposed changes. Banner design would still need to be approved 
by staff and provide acknowledgement of the milestone on the banner. The Economic 
Development Advisory Board approved this item at their regularly scheduled meeting on July 19th. 
Jewett Orthopaedic Clinic was the first to take advantage of this program. 
 

 
 



 

Annual Report provided to EDAB 

contains: 

 Review of projects 

 Recount of proof 

statements and other 

metrics 

 Review of yearly events 

 Proposals for changes to 

2016-17 year scope  

Annual Report provided to EDAB 

contains: 

 Review of projects 

 Recount of proof 

statements and other 

metrics 

 Review of yearly events, 

Visioning 

 Proposals for changes to 

2015-16 year scope 

Year 3 of the plan builds upon the previous two year’s successes and accounts for proposed 

changes during the review process. Each project supplements the direction provided by the 

Commission as well as supports conversation on new and existing topics. 

Business Survey Workplan /  

Business Packet Disbursal 

Projects to be completed 

during this fiscal year: 

Projects to be completed 

during Visioning process: 

Determine & execute EDAB’s role in 

the City Visioning process 

Delivery and Assessment of a Winter 

Park Business Survey 

 
Enhance marketing through 

‘Everyday Exceptional’ concept 

Conduct an updated Business 

Cluster Study 

Implementation of a Fairbanks 

Business Façade Grant Conduct a Business Certificate Study 

Compose an Economic Development 

Element for insertion into the 

Comprehensive Plan 

New/changes to scope 

based on EDAB annual 

review 

Develop program to expand existing 

City businesses 

Resolve Comprehensive Plan 

discussion and determine follow-up 

study areas 

Conduct an updated Business 

Cluster Study 

Undertake select projects included 

in the Economic Development Sub-

element of the Comprehensive Plan 

Conduct a Business Certificate Study 
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